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Abstract 

 

The problem of climate change and its in-extricable link to the global society's present and future energy needs are 

arguably the greatest challenge facing our planet. Hydrogen is now widely regarded as one key element of a potential 

energy solution for the twenty-first century, capable of assisting in issues of environmental emissions, sustainability and 

energy security [1]. Hydrogen has the potential to provide for energy in transportation, distributed heat and power 

generation and energy storage systems with little or no impact on the environment, both locally and globally. However, 

any transition from a carbon-based (fossil fuel) energy system to a hydrogen-based economy involves significant 

scientific, technological and socio-economic barriers. This brief report aims to outline the basis of the growing 

worldwide interest in hydrogen energy and examines some of the important issues relating to the future development of 

hydrogen as an energy vector [2], [3]. 
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Introduction 

Hydrogen is not a primary energy source like coal and gas. It is an energy carrier. Initially, it will be produced using 

existing energy systems based on different conventional primary energy carriers and sources [4]. In the longer term, 

renewable energy sources will become the most important source for the production of hydrogen. Regenerative 

hydrogen, and hydrogen produced from nuclear sources and fossil-based energy conversion systems with capture, and 

safe storage (sequestration) of CO2 emissions, are almost completely carbon-free energy pathways.  Producing 

hydrogen in the large quantities necessary for the transport and stationary power markets could become a barrier to 

progress beyond the initial demonstration phase. If cost and security of supply are dominant considerations, then coal 

gasification with CO2 sequestration may be of interest for large parts of Europe. If the political will is to move to 

renewable energies, then biomass, solar, wind and ocean energy will be more or less viable according to regional 

geographic and climatic conditions. For example, concentrated solar thermal energy is a potentially affordable and 

secure option for large-scale hydrogen production [5], [6].   

Conclusion  

The Green engines have been as of newly produced, and furthermore on account of the one of a kind design, limitations 

have not been resolved to any extent. In any case, even notwithstanding constraints assuming any, the Green engines 

guarantee to fill the need to a large extent. Their higher than mechanical standard efficiency are exceptionally 
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encouraging and will help in lessening pollution caused by their previous generation. Their guarantee of multi-fuel 

capacity will ideally lessen human reliance on petroleum derivatives to some degree. In brief, hydrogen and electricity 

together represent one of the most promising ways to realise sustainable energy, whilst fuel cells provide the most 

efficient conversion device for converting hydrogen, and possibly other fuels, into electricity. Hydrogen and fuel cells 

open the way to integrated “open energy systems” that simultaneously address all of the major energy and 

environmental challenges, and have the flexibility to adapt to the diverse and intermittent renewable energy sources . 
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